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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

A strange outbreak of severe hepatitis in young children has been reported in the U.S. and

Europe, puzzling public health oKcials. The children were tested for common hepatitis viruses,

but they were not to blame, leaving the cause unknown.

In a news release, Graham Cooke, a professor of infectious diseases at Imperial College London,

suggested that if the hepatitis was caused by COVID-19, “it would be surprising not to see it more

widely distributed across the country given the high prevalence of (COVID-19) at the moment.”

Potential links to COVID-19 injections appear not to have been widely explored yet, even though

the shots have been previously associated with the development of hepatitis.  British health

oKcials did state, however, that none of the affected children had received a COVID-19 shot.

Young Children Developing Mysterious Liver Disease

In the U.S., nine children in Alabama have developed severe hepatitis, or inYammation of the liver,

that health oKcials can’t explain. All of the children were ages 6 years and younger and were

previously healthy.  Symptoms of the liver disease include diarrhea, nausea and vomiting, along

with jaundice in some. Liver enzymes were also elevated.

Five of the children tested positive for adenovirus type 41, which are respiratory viruses that can

cause the common cold. Health oKcials have suggested that adenovirus type 41 could be to

blame, but Dr. Wes Stubble_eld, district medical oKcer for the Alabama Department of Public

Health, admitted to NBC News, “This is unusual. This virus hasn't, in the past, been associated

with this constellation of signs, symptoms and injury."

Others have also discounted this theory, as adenoviruses are extremely common in children,

meaning that it’s quite possible they could test positive for adenoviruses without them being the

cause of the hepatitis.  As of April 8, 2022, 74 cases of hepatitis had been reported in children up

to 10 years old. Some of the children required hospitalization and six have undergone liver

transplants, but no deaths were reported as of April 11, 2022.

With the increase in cases reported over the last month, the World Health Organization expects

that more cases of the mysterious hepatitis illness will be uncovered in children. So far,

laboratory testing has ruled out hepatitis type A, B, C, and E viruses, along with hepatitis D where

applicable.

“Overall,” WHO reported, “the etiology of the current hepatitis cases is still considered unknown

and remains under active investigation. Laboratory testing for additional infections, chemicals

and toxins is underway for the identi_ed cases.”

COVID-19 Shots May Trigger Hepatitis

A case report involving a 47-year-old, previously healthy man demonstrates conclusive evidence

that COVID-19 shots may trigger hepatitis. “Immune-mediated hepatitis with the Moderna

vaccine,” researchers wrote in the Journal of Hepatology in October 2021, “[is] no longer a

coincidence but con_rmed.”

The man featured in the case report received his _rst Moderna COVID-19 shot on April 26, 2021.

Three days later, he developed malaise and jaundice, a yellowing of the skin that can occur if your

liver isn’t processing red blood cells eKciently; it’s a hallmark of hepatitis, and a symptom being

experienced by some of the children noted above.

The man had his liver function tested four years earlier, with tests coming back normal, and had

no history of acetaminophen usage, which can cause liver damage, and only minimal alcohol

usage. Yet, three days after the shot, liver tests showed concerning results:

“Investigations on the 30th April showed serum bilirubin 190 μmol/L (normal 0-20),

alanine aminotransferase (ALT) 1,048 U/L (normal 10-49), alkaline phosphatase (ALP)

229 U/L (normal 30-130) …”

By the end of June, the man’s jaundice and liver function tests improved, but then he received a

second dose of the Moderna shot on July 6, 2021. Within days, the jaundice returned and liver

function tests declined. “The pattern of injury on histology was consistent with acute hepatitis,

with features of autoimmune hepatitis or possible drug-induced liver injury (DILI), triggering an

autoimmune-like hepatitis,” the researchers explained, adding:

“This case illustrates immune-mediated hepatitis secondary to the Moderna vaccine,

which on inadvertent re-exposure led to worsening liver injury with deranged synthetic

function. This occurred in a well man with no other medical problems. The onset of

jaundice associated with the mRNA vaccine was unusually rapid.”

Hepatitis Cases Reported Following Shots

The case report above isn’t an isolated one. The Journal of Hepatology paper noted that seven

additional cases of suspected immune-mediated hepatitis have been reported following COVID-

19 shots, including both P_zer’s and Moderna’s.

They hope to raise awareness so that vaccination centers will routinely check for signs of

immune-mediated hepatitis prior to administering second doses and state, “Long-term follow up

of identi_ed individuals will be essential in determining the prognosis of this immune-mediated

liver injury.”

In a separate letter to the editor, published in the Journal of Hepatology in June 2021,

researchers again raised concerns that COVID-19 shots could cause hepatitis. In this case, a 56-

year-old woman developed severe autoimmune hepatitis following her _rst dose of Moderna’s

COVID-19 shot.

Prior to this, in April 2021, researchers also described a case of autoimmune hepatitis that

developed after a COVID-19 shot, this time in a 35-year-old woman who was three months

postpartum. In autoimmune hepatitis, the body’s immune system mistakenly attacks the liver,

causing inYammation and damage, and it’s possible the shot triggered the autoimmunity via

spike-directed antibodies:

“To our knowledge, this is the Srst reported episode of autoimmune hepatitis developing

post-COVID-19 vaccination, raising concern regarding the possibility of vaccine-induced

autoimmunity. As causality cannot be proven, it is possible that this association is just

coincidental.

However, severe cases of SARS-CoV-2 infection are characterized by an

autoin[ammatory dysregulation that contributes to tissue damage. As the viral spike

protein appears to be responsible for this, it is plausible that spike-directed antibodies

induced by vaccination may also trigger autoimmune conditions in predisposed

individuals.”

Is Immune Suppression to Blame?

Researchers from Ireland noted in November 2021, “It is speculated that SARS-CoV-2 can disturb

self-tolerance and trigger autoimmune responses through cross-reactivity with host cells and

that the COVID-19 mRNA vaccines may trigger the same response.” They also reported the cause

of autoimmune hepatitis that developed after a COVID-19 injection in a 71-year-old woman with

no risk factors for autoimmune disease.

She noticed jaundice four days after the shot and had “markedly abnormal” liver function tests.

The researchers raised the possibility that this is a case of vaccine-related drug-induced liver

injury and, like the other teams that reported similar cases, noted:

“These Sndings raise the question as to whether COVID-19 mRNA vaccination can,

through activation of the innate immune system and subsequent non-speciSc activation

of autoreactive lymphocytes, lead to the development of autoimmune diseases including

AIH or trigger a drug-induced liver injury with features of AIH.

The trigger, if any, may become more apparent over time, especially following withdrawal

of immunosuppression. As with other autoimmune diseases associated with vaccines

the causality or casualty factor will prove di]cult to tease apart … But it does beg the

question of whether or not these individuals should receive the second dose of an mRNA

COVID-19 vaccine.”

Stephanie Seneff, a senior research scientist at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT),

and colleagues have also highlighted the innate immune suppression triggered by COVID-19

shots.

mRNA COVID-19 shots teach your cells to produce a protein, or piece of protein, that triggers an

immune response, including the production of antibodies.  However, because natural mRNA is

easily broken down, this means the experimental gene therapy needs a special delivery system to

make it to the body’s cells.

The shots use lipid nanoparticles that contain polyethylene glycol (PEG)  for this purpose. The

mRNA is wrapped in lipid nanoparticles (LNPs) that carry it to your cells, and the LNPs are

“PEGylated” — that is, chemically attached to PEG molecules to increase stability.

Usually, if you were to inject RNA into your body, enzymes would immediately break it apart, but

the COVID-19 shots are speci_cally designed so that doesn’t happen. As such, “mRNA vaccines

promote sustained synthesis of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein,” Seneff and colleagues write in

Food and Chemical Toxicology. The spike protein is not only neurotoxic but also impairs DNA

repair mechanisms, while suppression of type I interferon responses result in impaired innate

immunity, they explain.

COVID Shot Disturbances Could Cause Liver Disease

Seneff’s research suggests genetic modi_cations introduced by COVID-19 shots may induce

immune cells to release large quantities of exosomes into circulation. Exosomes are extracellular

vesicles that contain protein, DNA, RNA and other constituents, and may contain mRNA along

with spike protein. According to Seneff and colleagues:

“[W]e present evidence that vaccination induces a profound impairment in type I

interferon signaling, which has diverse adverse consequences to human health. Immune

cells that have taken up the vaccine nanoparticles release into circulation large numbers

of exosomes containing spike protein along with critical microRNAs that induce a

signaling response in recipient cells at distant sites.

We also identify potential profound disturbances in regulatory control of protein

synthesis and cancer surveillance. These disturbances potentially have a causal link to

neurodegenerative disease, myocarditis, immune thrombocytopenia, Bell's palsy, liver

disease, impaired adaptive immunity, impaired DNA damage response and

tumorigenesis.”

In one example noted in their study, the shot appears to have caused a case of viral reactivation

that led to liver failure. The case involved an 82-year-old woman who had hepatitis C (HCV) in

2007. Just days after she received a P_zer COVID-19 shot, “a strong increase in HCV load

occurred,” along with jaundice. She died from liver failure three weeks after the injection.

They also report that the release of exosomes containing microRNAs following COVID-19 shots

could interfere with IRF9 synthesis, leading to reduced synthesis of sulfatide in the liver. This

cascade, they believe, could represent a “plausible factor” in the multiple case reports that have

found liver damage following COVID-19 shots.

When they reviewed data from the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS), including

symptoms that “clearly represent serious liver problems,” they identi_ed 731 events following

COVID-19 shots — representing more than 97% of cases out of all vaccines in 2021.

P_zer documents released by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration in April 2022 must also be

taken into account. Buried in one of the documents is the statement, “Clinical laboratory

evaluation showed a transient decrease in lymphocytes that was observed in all age and dose

groups after Dose 1, which resolved within approximately one week ...”

What this means is P_zer knew that, in the _rst week after the shot, people of all ages

experienced transient immunosuppression, or put another way, a temporary weakening of the

immune system, after the _rst dose. Could this increased susceptibility to infection also be

playing a role in hepatitis and other cases of liver disease following the shots? An investigation is

warranted to _nd out.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,160 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Humanity is being subjected to a biological weapon that is causing deaths and serious damage to health. As Dr. Mercola reports,

humanity faces agendas working together towards the same goal, which is a global monopoly on property and wealth. Yes, in exchange

for taking away freedom and private property, they give us a protein spike of ruin health. Over a thousand scienti_c studies prove that

COVID-19 vaccines are dangerous, and all those who push this agenda are committing the indictable offense of gross misconduct in

public oKce. The Medicines and Healthcare Regulatory Agency (MHRA) received advance warning of the large number of expected

adverse reactions prior to deployment, con_rming the premeditated nature of the crime and public conduct offenses then and now.

The link's report of damage and fatalities is extensive and is detailed at the link. COVID-19 VACCINES: PROOF OF LETHALITY. OVER

ONE THOUSAND SCIENTIFIC STUDIES www.globalresearch.ca/covid-19-vaccines-scienti_c-proof-lethality/576..  (01/21/2022) This

article By Steve Kirsch links to Dr. Mercola's report: PANDA'S MARC GIRARDOT ON HOW THE COVID VACCINES DAMAGE YOUR BODY.

Marc Girardot brought a recent paper on COVID-19 vaccines causing hepatitis to my attention. Marc's theory on how the vaccines

damage your body is consistent with what the paper found. in the VAERS database, hepatic failure is elevated 87X normal and hepatic

cirrhosis is elevated 125X normal. Explanation and details in the video and article

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/pandas-marc-girardot-on-how-the-covid?token..  (04/26/2022) SARS-COV-2 VACCINATION CAN ELICIT A

CD8 T-CELL DOMINANT HEPATITIS www.sciencedirect.com/.../S0168827822002343  (04/22/2022)
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Gui, perhaps we shouldn't worry- being as liquor stores were declared essential businesses, maybe we are supposed to presume

hooch kills the hep virus? It's crazy enough for the oKcial sources to push the notion along with the rest of the crazy stuff.
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Hi Gui, Important and NOT off topic - Del Bigtree had a recent interview w Dr. Stephanie Seneff, goes past the liver and into the

brain? MIT Scientist Links mRNA Shots to Brain Disease. Stephanie Seneff PhD on the Highwire with Del Bigtree - -

www.bitchute.com/.../zuyluusx3dap  - she goes a bit DEEP into folded proteins and prions. (Just keep watching, even if you

cannot get past the protein folding and box-like structures). She ties it together with Round-up near the end of this interview.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 6:51:18 AM
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Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Rrealrose, while I would think there is plenty in the "Vax" to affect the brain directly, in Traditional Chinese Medicine the link from

liver health to brain health is also charted. No surprise, considering that the liver is the body's major detoxi_cation organ. And no

surprise considering that there is both brain and liver damage from these "vax's" considering their ingredients. Why don't people

so much as think about the ingredients and do their research , thinking critically about the idea of those ingredients Yoating via

the blood to every cell in the body? To see the "vaccine" ingredients s as easy as a search on the FDA and CDC's websites.
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rrealrose
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Hi mirandola, Yes, liver, yes, vagus nerve leads to the brainstem, and Yes, When you reach the end of the interview, Dr. Seneff

gives a view many of us may have forgotten, in our covid-overtones and haste. This may be the _rst generation of US kids to

grow up eating foods (more than just gmo's) laced with round-up residue. And few researchers have been looking closely or

know clear results. Its mind-bending indeed!
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Robert from Alberta Canada
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Foreign proteins [like beef, _sh, milk, venom] ingested into the stomach/gut = nutrition  |   |  Foreign proteins [like beef, _sh, milk,

venom, hydrocarbons and/or pure carbon graphene, carbon oxide or carbon/Graphene Hydroxide] injected into the blood stream

= poison |  | The Big Pharma injectors [Wellcome Trust et al] have been experimenting with injecting various soft and hard kill

foreign proteins, petrochemicals, natural poisons, venoms, hydrocarbons and hyper conductive graphene nano-diamond carbon

into the blood stream since the invention of the hypodermic needle and syringe since the 1700/1800s... it is the 'Cult of the

Medics' well established pro_t and plausible deniability eugenical model and method.

A Brief History of the Syringe and Injectable Medication Feb 6, 2019 "The concept of the syringe stems from prehistorical

implements such as blowpipes, poison-tipped darts, and other weapons used to deliver toxins into a person’s body."

www.aplususapharma.com/blog/brief-history-of-the-syringe-and-injectabl..   The History of the Syringe hollow needle

 omnisurge.co.za/the-history-of-the-syringe  When people who are honestly mistaken learn the truth, they will either cease being

mistaken or cease being honest! (Anonymous)
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Certain organs serve the purpose of _ltration. Of course they'll be wrecked.
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The local university liver transplant unit has been tracking the connection between covid vaxxx and their booming business over the

past year. These preliminary studies are not made public and probably "can't" be made public, but I see the rise in popularity of NAC.

Though there are many "co-stupidities" commonly involved with admissions like obesity and alcoholism, some of those resulted from

idiotic lockdowns and media stressing.
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I read many articles about antibody dependent enhancement and the dengue virus.

outbreaknewstoday.com/brazil-nearly-27000-dengue-cases-reported-in-fed..
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Are COVID Vaccines Causing Liver Failure?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

As of April 8, 2022, 74 cases of severe hepatitis that health oKcials can’t explain

have been reported in children up to 10 years old

*

In October 2021, a case report involving a 47-year-old, previously healthy, man

demonstrated conclusive evidence that COVID-19 shots may trigger hepatitis

*

A Journal of Hepatology paper noted that seven additional cases of suspected

immune-mediated hepatitis have been reported following COVID-19 shots

*

Researchers have uncovered innate immune suppression triggered by COVID-19 shots and other disturbances that could cause liver

disease

*

Recently released P_zer documents also show that, in the _rst week after the shot, people of all ages experienced a temporary weakening

of the immune system; could this increased susceptibility to infection also be playing a role in hepatitis and other cases of liver disease?

*
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nep7624
Joined On 2/22/2018 6:34:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This was caused by the covid vaccine. I have no doubt. Also, the vaccine caused this in more than one way. Antibody dependent

enhancement was one way and the other was the people were already infected and the dormant virus woke up because the

vaccine destroyed peoples immune system. Dr. Bhakdi talked about that.

brandnewtube.com/watch/dr-sucharit-bhakdi-covid-jabs-will-lead-to-auto..   pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/18788905
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carolmalaysia
Joined On 5/30/2011 9:29:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PANDA's Marc Girardot on how the COVID vaccines damage your body Steve Kirsch April 25, 2022 Marc Girardot brought a recent paper

on COVID-19 vaccines causing hepatitis to my attention. Marc's theory on how the vaccines damage your body is consistent with what

the paper found. A new paper is out linking the COVID vaccines and hepatitis is now available: SARS-CoV-2 vaccination can elicit a CD8

T-cell dominant hepatitis. Marc, among others, believes that this is not directly due to the spike protein, but happens indirectly. Here’s

how: After injection, the lipid nanoparticles (LNP) in the vaccines carry the mRNA instructions to your cells causing them to express

spike protein (known as "transfection").

These transfected cells are all over your body and are not limited to the injection site. The T-cells in your immune system then attack

these cells (since they are expressing a foreign protein) causing the destruction of (formerly) healthy tissue. If the T-cell attacks happen

to cells in the liver, you get hepatitis. If it happens in cells around your heart, you get myocarditis. If it happens in the cells protecting the

blood-brain barrier and in your brain, the barrier can be damaged leading to prion disease, Alzheimer's, dementia, autism, stroke, etc.

With respect to the cases of hepatitis being reported in 11 countries across the world, this may not be related as most of the cases are

being reported in unvaccinated people. However, in the VAERS database, hepatic failure is elevated 87X normal and hepatic cirrhosis is

elevated 125X normal. More details in this 47-minute video. If you are short on time, just watch the _rst 5 minutes or read the

comments. rumble.com/.../vzm71e  stevekirsch.substack.com/p/pandas-marc-girardot-on-how-the-covid?r=dpa..
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ursulariches
Joined On 6/25/2013 7:18:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Kids are getting shot with the hepatitus jabs just after birth, when their mums are tired and worse for the wear and HAVE NOT given

permission for it even. Could the hepatitus JABS be causing the liver problems? Could something be triggering the hepatitus which may

have already been latent? Could covid be triggering the dormant hepatitus virus? Could it be another Genetically modi_ed weaponised

virus doing this? Could the hepatitus be around us, in many people A symptomatically and the kids are susceptible to it and catching it?

 If the immune system is repressed it may mean we have lots of things going on but the symptoms are not showing until much later

BECAUSE the immune systems are not _ghting against the lurgies?
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Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Holy moly! vrevealed.com/c19/sneak-peek/david-martin?sub4=cb2f6f7d692f411491b0af4..  YOU HAVE TO HEAR THIS! Dr. David

Martin - lawsuit against Biden and friends. This lawsuit speci_cally says using the term vaccination intentionally mislead the public.

 Delta and omicron prove it. Part two of the suit says not only did the term vaccination get high jacked - (SEC _lings G-Therapy by both

Moderna and P_zer!) .... but no police power has ever been granted to force you to take chemo, or to even stay alive. You cannot

impose on a population through police power ANY medical treatment. There is a case that establishes it as matter of law!  Police

powers cannot be applied to a therapy ESPECIALLY! ------- Jacobson said you can _ne someone $5 if they didn't want the vaccine (back

in the early 1900's) ...

there's still no police power involved. Thank God he brings up the FDA changed the de_nition of a vaccination. Problem is, they still

didn't get it - because the product they are injecting does not stimulate immunity. Immunity is to a pathogen. The spike protein only

codes to the computer simulation of what the _rst variant of what they thought the spike protein probably would have been. At best you

are getting immunity from the _rst computer simulation. You've got no immunity to SARS COV 2.  This is worth the listen <3
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lovestosing6
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Something that's bothering me is how that, when I was being bullied, I said the term gene therapy and was shot down for it.  I

wish I had known the original SEC _lings by both Moderna and P_zer were for gene therapies!
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rrealrose
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Thanks! hate to get too excited this early on. So many quali_ers in this _ling...David is outlining diKculties - you may want to stay

turned if they succeed in getting over the _rst few hurdles.
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Thank you rrealrose! Imma send good energy their way - but there is that part of me that wonders, since this is all planned and no

one has been held copiable yet - is it even a possibility? Sigh
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MaryRN
Joined On 11/23/2009 11:22:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just more proof that big Pharma and our "elected oKcials" and government employees care more about their pocketbook then are

actual health. Of course we are supposed to "trust the science" that the vaccines are safe and effective, they are neither. And people will

get upset if you point out the facts to them, and say it is misinformation, when it comes from the people who say to "trust the science".

MMC88121
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Joined On 11/7/2021 5:31:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The powers that be are trying to cover up the phenomenon of ‘shedding’. I have had my Twitter account suspended twice for

mentioning it. Whether vaccinated or not, these children may well have acquired the spike. The possibility of shedding has been

con_rmed by, amongst others, Professor Henrion-Caude and also appears to be recognised in the P_zer literature. If an unvaccinated

person is ‘injected’ indirectly in this way, subject to proof, he or she might well have a claim against the vaccine manufacturer, IMO.

There is also an understandable concern about the spike being in drinking water.
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Joined On 5/15/2021 8:55:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I strongly suspect many of the kids' hepatitis cases are from shedding as well. Likely from a close family member.  Both my kids

did not receive the Covid vaccine but both 'contracted' chicken pox one week following my husband's P_zer vax. There was zero

chicken pox at their school or in our community (con_rmed by public health stats). It bayed their school nurse for this reason.
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The main question remains whether these kids were vaccinated
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Joined On 8/14/2021 1:37:23 AM
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The unanswered question with the nine children is whether family members may have been shedding as a result of Covid shots.
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bubandbarb
Joined On 11/8/2008 9:06:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have there been any brain tumors that affect the auditory nerve or hearing caused by the vaccine or booster?
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

By now there should be an understanding of the mindset of the CDC and FDA. No matter the number of injuries or whether deaths arise

from the covid vaccine there is “no ceiling limit” on these events that would cause the CDC or FDA to investigate or admit there exists a

critical concern. There is “no ceiling limit” of deaths or injuries meaning whether there is a 1% or 99% fatality rate whether one or one

billion deaths may have arisen their mindset will not change and serves as a warning in dealing with them as to their objectivity,

rationale and trustworthiness when their mindset presently lacks these qualities.
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meo7624
Joined On 3/10/2016 7:00:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

JABS - the “gift that keeps on givng”. When are people going to wake up and stop _lling themselves, and especially their innocent

children with these poisons????
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My daughter told me yesterday that my 12-year-old granddaughter just got Shingles. She was vaxxed against Covid. Grr. What's also

surprising is that she actually had chicken pox about three years ago because her mom didn't want her kids to get the chicken pox shot.

She's had three colds in the past two months. She's always caught colds more than her siblings, but this is worse.
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badboy2
Joined On 11/15/2010 5:08:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For nearly as long as modern medicine has existed, so have egregious ethical violations. When you hear the term “medical

experimentation,” your mind may recall the horrendous experiments conducted in Nazi Germany under the Third Reich, but medical

experimentation has been taking place in the USA for centuries.
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memyselfampi
Joined On 11/25/2008 5:49:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep! My VERY HEALTHY (and usually very intelligent) 74 year old uncle, who believed all the covid B.S. just died from heart problems

and kidney failure. It all happened so quickly.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've seen it so any times now I can't unsee it.
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ursulariches
Joined On 6/25/2013 7:18:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Remdesivir added to his death and helped him t pass away more quickly. They use a lot of midazolam too.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Time to get up and DO...Time to take responsibility for all we DO...Time to stop passing the buck to little politicians who nine times out

of ten are in it for the money... No one is going to save us, thought there will be those who can point out a good direction...Time to grow

up, join together with others...Too bad if we don't all have the same ideology/religion/ skin colour etc...Time to see where we have

common ground. Time to really work and try and succeed.
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Katy69
Joined On 1/7/2013 12:54:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I tend to have a quick look at Dr M’s articles and comments quite early in the day before going to work, intending to read them in depth

later. I’m sure someone left a comment about the hepatitis issue and its possible causes with several interesting links including the one

from Marc Girardot which several other comments here have highlighted. Did I imagine this as the comment and its links seem to have

been removed ? Does it matter so much who posts the comment or are some readers getting paid to do it? There was something about

a salmonella scare in chocolate for children. In future it might be wise to copy interesting comments before they disappear. Here’s an

important one for those more concerned with the message rather than the messenger.

www.sciencedirect.com/.../S027869152200206X
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The link you provided is quite fascinating. Thank you for that!
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Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Like clockwork the msm and those in control deny all possible linkage to injections. in over 27 months since the scamdemic plan was

implemented not ONE perp responsible for it all has yet to be held remotely accountable. Not ONE person or entity. If this is not the

de_nition of insanity...what IS? When one looks at the totality of what has happened with humanity in those 27 months it truly is

astonishing not ONE person has been held to account.
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Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

TRUST IS LOST ... and that's just not a thing you want to do to the masses... they better keep their game strong because we're

coming after them! WITH FACTS AND STATS!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many diseases are contained within the Lipid Nanoparticles; HIV, cancer, etc.. The ones who took the shot, are in big trouble. It's only a

matter of time.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Randyfast. Further,autoimmune attack can often be silent for a long time before the symptoms become loud and noticeable.
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Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, Mirandola. This fall is going to be a nightmare for millions of people who are naive enough to take the covid shot and Yu

shot at the same time (probably combined!). As soon as ADE kicks in; it will be game over, for so many. I have no doubt that it will

all be blamed on "covid"!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Yup! Mirandola - YES! What did Mikovits say? Uptick in strokes and heart attacks, etc, _rst 48 months - then 5 year mark

Parkinson's, etc and 10 year mark - cancers etc... just in time to ful_ll their 2030 agenda!  Not good.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Mirandola and Lovestosing; I found the following quickly and just glanced over it. The point is that humans apparently have

viruses and such in their bodies that lie dormant for years/decades. AFAIK, these can be triggered/activated by other viral

particles/nano material. I'm no doctor; although, I have heard many reports of explosions of HIV, cancer and a number of other

diseases after having taken the nanobot shot. Who knows what nanobots are lurking in those Lipid Nanoparticles. ---------

www.medicalnewstoday.com/.../278890
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jeanclaudeleclercqgmail.
Joined On 4/26/2022 7:06:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

never they will say ok it was a mistake like Pasteur says along time ago of it is 50 years science and research in the garbage and now

they are too much $$$ playing the game.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 7:09:19 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's just not any surprise. People really should do their research. It is as easy as a push of the button to read the "vaccine" ingredients,

and then connect the dots. Here, the FDA's link to the Moderna "vax" and its ingredients. www.fda.gov/.../download  And this CDC

document drops a very loud hint:www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/safety/allergic-reaction.ht..   Safeguards Are in Place  "

Everyone who gets a COVID-19 vaccine should be monitored on site for at least 15 minutes after vaccination." Stay safe??

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 6:33:27 AM
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow, writing while watching vertical winds sweep through - almost like mini tornados! This has been quite an interesting day.

vrevealed.com/c19/sneak-peek/david-martin?sub4=cb2f6f7d692f411491b0af4..  ...this lawsuit, I hope to God above that this

breaks the tip off and things start falling! He's so brilliant - Dr. Martin is!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 1:45:23 PM
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Looks like the trolls and pharma shills are gathering here.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 3:30:34 AM
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kayteenm1
Joined On 2/18/2010 8:00:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Okay..but if a lot of the children haven't been vaccinated, why are you trying to link the shots to the hepatitis outbreak? Just curious....

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 7:21:42 AM
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karlspid
Joined On 6/16/2008 5:09:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

someone else mentioned above - the feasibility of transmission (not to be confused with viral shedding ) to close contacts of the

jabbed of spike proteins (with possibly some mRNA). Am I right that Dr Mercola did an interview/comment piece here last year

(by Mikovits?), who talked about this possibility re the arti_cially created potent spike proteins but also commented re possible

adeno viral vector(AZ UK invented), JJ) transmission saying that if there is shedding of RNA for the spike protein, wrapped up in

an adenoviral vector then those around them are effectively being vaccinated too? I believe the the vast majority of cases are in

the UK; and there has been at least one death now

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 1:45:23 PM
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ursulariches
Joined On 6/25/2013 7:18:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A LOT of children HAVE been jabbed with the hepatitus jab though. There is lots of covid around them and it brings the latent

hepatitus out of its dormancy?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 2:46:36 PM
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medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you plan to replace humanity with cyborgs and slaves you have to get rid of the old and the young as well as those in between. The

elderly, whom they wish to cull anyway to reduce the cost of their care, are relatively easy to kill; you just have to come up with more

eKcient diseases and arrange more lethal drug reactions. A plandemic and catastrophic "vaccines" will do for the otherwise healthy

middle group. It is particularly important to wipe out the young ones, as _rst myocarditis and now hepatitis from the virus and the jabs

appears to be doing, because then you can replace them in suitably limited numbers by a population engineered to your liking - for

example, brown, compliant, homosexual or gender-indeterminate.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 4:50:08 AM
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ursulariches
Joined On 6/25/2013 7:18:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One makes appointments and tends to not just walk in. The shots are tailored for the person, people are put into categories re

which shot they get. The shots supplied to the jab centres for any given day can vary. It CAN BE be done, it IS being done. People

get paid extra and hypnotised into thinking it is being done to save the planet from CO2.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 2:45:08 PM
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dan6949
Joined On 7/7/2014 3:10:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well Dr Mercola said those children weren’t vaccinated. Don’t be too paranoid. 

😀

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 3:08:38 AM
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dan 6949 Paranoia has nothing to do with this.  The experimental injections being administered to a vast number of Earth's

inhabitants are not benign an any way.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 3:25:43 AM
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wonder how many liver issues arise simply from having had been infected by the lab created bio-weapon itself pre any injection

with the experimental gene therapy. I do remember Mikovits talking about the HIV aspects of how this was created. Who really

knows at this point!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 8:14:31 AM
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ursulariches
Joined On 6/25/2013 7:18:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not vaccinated I mean SHOT with covid Sssss proteins or not shot with anything at all? Loads of kids have been shot with the

hepatitus jabs. Being around covid could potentially take that virus from its dormancy?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/26/2022 2:48:29 PM
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